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Abstract
An atmospheric pressure helium plasma is characterized based on its optical emission. The
plasma is generated at 13.56 MHz (continuous wave) at power levels ranging from 4 to 35 W.
It is in contact with a single electrode and is part of a resonant electric circuit. The excitation,
vibrational and rotational temperatures are in the range 1880–5660 K, 1960–3150 K and
760–1398 K, respectively. The temperatures are correlated with the plasma power, plasma
volume and gas dynamic flow. Atomization and excitation capabilities of the plasma were
tested for three easily excitable elements (Zn, Na and Li) introduced in the plasma by
pneumatic nebulization from liquid solution.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

Based on the mechanism by which the ionized gases absorb
the energy from the radiofrequency (RF) electromagnetic
field, gas discharges can be divided into two main categories.
(a) Inductively coupled plasmas (ICPs)—the electrons absorb
the energy from the magnetic part of the electromagnetic field
by induction phenomena. The plasma acts as a one-turn
coil representing the secondary winding of a transformer of
which the primary winding is powered by the RF voltage. It
can be modelled as an inductance connected in series with a
loss resistance. (b) Capacitively coupled plasmas (CCPs)—
the electrons absorb the energy from the electric part of the
electromagnetic field, like a real capacitor. It has a capacitance
and a loss resistance, and sometimes a residual inductance.

The principle of capacitive coupling to generate RF
plasmas has been known since the late 1920s [1]. The
clarification of its generation mechanism was based on the
technical observations, according to which on the electrical
conductors having pointed tips or sharpened edges, powered at
very high RF voltages (>103 V), electric discharges like match
or candle flames could be observed. Due to their appearance,
these discharges were named ‘radiofrequency torches’. The

first spectroscopic study on the RF torch was reported by Asami
and Hori [2] by enumerating the emission molecular bands and
atomic lines. Cristescu and Grigorovici [3] reported that the
plasma could be produced between two circular parallel plates
forming a capacitor, which was a part of the resonant circuit
of the RF oscillator. Babat [4] carried out the first systematic
investigation on capacitively coupled plasmas in 1942. Further
studies and developments of CCP were shadowed in the early
1960s by work on ICPs. Later, in the mid-1980s, the CCP had
a renewal of interest and found an important role in the field
of spectrochemistry and plasma material processing.

The CCP has been studied under its multiple aspects:
temperature measurements for clearing up the discharge
mechanism and determination of the electric parameters of
the discharge for setting down its equivalent electric circuit [5]
and spectroscopic observation of the emitted radiation of the
discharge [6]. This type of discharge has been tested as an
optical excitation source of some elements introduced into
the plasma from the liquid phase. It has also been used
as a detector for gas chromatography [7], and for analysis
of liquid [8] or solid [9] samples via atomic absorption and
emission techniques. The high efficiency of excitation in
plasmas was combined with the high efficiency of atomization
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in electrothermal atomizers to develop a spectral source
named furnace atomization plasma emission spectrometry
(FAPES) [10].

Many technological applications of plasmas (etching,
thin film deposition, surface treatment) are based on gas
discharges generated at pressures lower than atmospheric
pressure. Because atmospheric pressure plasmas (APPs)
overcome the disadvantages of vacuum operation, interest
in these plasmas, in particular non-thermal plasmas, has
attracted increasing attention over the last decade. They
offer high excitation selectivity and energy efficiency in
plasma chemical reactions. They are also sources of UV,
VIS and IR radiation, free radicals (such as O and OH)
and active species that can play important roles in various
techniques. Many kinds of low power and very low power
APP sources for biomedical, environmental and technological
applications have been designed. The most important of
them include: plasma needle [11–14], plasma pencil [15,
16], miniature pulsed glow-discharge torch [17], open-air
hollow slot microplasma [18], one atmosphere uniform glow-
discharge plasma [19, 20], resistive barrier discharge [21] and
dielectric barrier discharge [22] and APP (micro)jet [23–30].
Given the above-presented classification criterion, some of
these plasmas can be considered as being capacitively coupled
with the RF electromagnetic field.

Knowledge of the plasma parameters allows us to obtain
information on the elementary processes in the plasma. It
is also well known that atmospheric pressure laboratory
plasmas are in the non-thermal equilibrium state. The
evaluation of plasma temperatures and electron number
density is important in the understanding of interaction
processes (surface modification, material processing, bacterial
deactivation or sterilization) and for using plasma as an
excitation source for optical emission spectrometry. The
study of the emission spectrum is a very useful tool for
thermal characterization of plasmas. Moreover, this tool
represents a non-intrusive and non-perturbing method. By
ascribing emission lines to atoms and molecules, the atomic
and molecular species and their generation and excitation
mechanism in different plasma zones have been identified
and studied [12, 17, 22]. The relative intensities of the
atomic and molecular emission lines were used to calculate
plasma temperatures (excitation, vibrational and rotational)
based on the Boltzmann or Saha plot or by finding the best
fit of the measured spectra with the synthetic spectra [11,
15, 24, 27–30]. The hydrogen emission line Hα was used
to calculate the electron number density based on the Stark
broadening [31].

The difficulty of sustaining an APP leads to high voltages
(>103 V) necessary for gas breakdown, which can produce
the transition of the luminescent silent discharge to an electric
arc. In our previous studies we solved these two problems
(avoidance of arcing and generating of high voltages) by using
a single electrode to generate and sustain the discharge. The
electrode is connected at the end of a coil which is a component
of an LC series resonant circuit. The presence of the plasma as
a part of the resonant circuit ensures a good transfer efficiency
of the power from the generator to the discharge. Using

Figure 1. The experimental arrangement.

this method we generated APPs in three power ranges: 85–
275 W [32], 5–75 W [33, 34] and 200 mW–1 W [13, 14]. The
first two kinds of plasmas used argon with an admixture of
wet aerosol as plasma gas, and the third was generated in pure
helium. In many situations, when the discharge is generated in
pure argon, the plasma has a filamentary or multi-filamentary
aspect. The water vapours contribute to the stabilization of the
discharge and to its glow appearance.

The purpose of this study is the spectroscopic
investigation, for the first time, of helium plasma generated
using the aforementioned method and to demonstrate that
it can be used as an atomization and excitation source for
spectral analysis. The plasma was generated at 13.56 MHz,
with consumed powers in the range 4–35 W. In spite of its
relatively high cost, helium discharges are characterized by
their spatially homogeneous appearance and are used in many
technological applications.

2. Experimental

The experimental arrangement is shown in figure 1. It consists
of three main parts: the RF generator, the plasma torch and the
feeding system with plasma gas and liquid sample.

The construction of the RF generator used for sustaining
CCP at atmospheric pressure has been described in detail
elsewhere [33]. A simplified diagram of the free-running
oscillator with inductive feedback is shown in figure 2. It
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Figure 2. Simplified schematic circuit of the RF oscillator.
T—oscillating penthode; +Ea—dc anodic voltage, 600 V; L2C2and
plasma torch—resonant circuit; L1L2—positive feedback circuit.

Figure 3. Plasma torch.

was modified to work at a running frequency of 13.56 MHz.
(continuous wave) and exit powers in the range 4–75 W.

The torch used for generating the plasma is presented
in figure 3. The plasma was ignited inside a quartz tube
(14 mm i.d., 16 mm o.d., 70 mm length) on a kanthal3 wire
(plasma sustaining electrode—0.8 mm in diameter, 4 mm in
length) fixed on an RF powered brass electrode. All of them
are sustained by a PTFE support (chamber), through which
the plasma gas (helium, 99.99%) was introduced inside the
quartz tube in a laminar flow. Assisted by a flow rate regulator
(Cole & Palmer) the gas flow can be adjusted in the range
0–6 l min−1. The back-diffusion of ambient air into the plasma
was reduced by placing a quartz plate on the open end of the
quartz tube. It has a 1 mm diameter centred exit hole. In order
to estimate the atomization and excitation capabilities of the

3 Kanthal—alloy with high electrical resistance and high refractivity, having
the following composition: Co 2%; Cr 20–24%; Al 5–6% and Fe 68–73%.

plasma, the plasma gas was also used to generate by solution
nebulization of a wet aerosol containing metallic impurities.
Working solutions were prepared from single stock solutions
(1000 µg ml−1 Zn, Na, Li) by dilution with distilled water and
then mixed to obtain a three-element solution, each element
with a concentration of 10 µg ml−1. The stock solutions were
prepared by the dissolution of high purity metals (Zn powder)
or their salts (NaCl and Li2CO3) in acid (FLUKA). The wet
aerosol was generated by a pneumatic nebulizer (concentric
type—Meinhard) and a nebulization chamber (PerkinElmer).

Knowing the difficulties of measuring the absorbed power
by a load fed by a high RF voltage (>103 V), the plasma power
was estimated using an extraction method [33]. It represents
the difference between the powers absorbed by the oscillator
from the dc power supply (Ea) in the presence of the plasma
and in its absence, respectively. The uncertainty of this method
is about 5–10%.

Plasma optical emission was collected with two Ocean
Optics High-Resolution Fibre Optic Spectrometers: HR4000
for wavelengths in the range 290–429 nm, and HR4000CG-
UV-NIR for wavelengths in the range 254–965 nm. The
spectrometers were controlled by the SpectraSuite software.
All spectral plots are the result of 3–5 data acquisitions,
depending on the total emission intensity of the plasma. For the
spectra display, labelling and measuring the relative intensities
of the emission lines the Spectrum Analyzer 1.6 software was
used [35]. It was also used to calculate the electron excitation
temperature of the He atoms, TexcHe, and the temperature of
excitation of the vibrational states of the N2 molecules, TvibrN2 ,
by the Boltzmann plot method [36, 37]. For the calculation
of TexcHe, the neutral He atomic lines with the wavelengths
of 501.56, 587.56, 667.81, 706.51 and 728.23 nm were used.
TvibrN2 was calculated using the heads of the molecular N2

bands from the 2nd positive system (C 3�u → B 3�g), with
the bandheads at 371.05 (2–4), 375.54 (1–3) and 380.41 (0–
2) nm. The spectral data used were taken from [38].

The temperatures of excitation of the rotational states
of the OH radicals, TrotOH, and of the N+

2 ionic molecules,
TrotN+

2
, were estimated by finding the best fit (chi-square

method) of the measured molecular spectra with the synthetic
spectra generated by the LIBASE 1.5 spectral simulation
software [39]. For the OH radical the emission band (A 2�+,
ν = 0 → X 2�, ν ′ = 0 was used with a prominent line at
308.9 nm and for the N+

2 molecule the emission band of the
1st negative system was used with a bandhead at 391.44 nm
(B 2�+

u → X 2�+
g ).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Plasma appearance

In the first step of our research the spatial evolution and the
plasma power as a function of helium flow rate were studied.
For a constant value of the dc anodic voltage of the RF oscillator
(Ea = 600 V, figure 2) both the plasma volume and the plasma
power depend on the helium flow rate. The two characteristics,
volume and power, are correlated with each other as can be seen
in figure 4.
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Figure 4. Photographs of the plasma at different He flow rates and
the corresponding plasma powers.

The dependence of the spatial evolution of the plasma
on the helium flow rate can be explained by the influence of
the back-diffused ambient air through the hole of the plate
which closes the quartz tube (figure 3) in spite of its very small
diameter. The back-diffusion effect of air on the discharge
characteristics was recently studied [20] and some authors
observed that even after evacuation down to 10−2 Torr of the
plasma chamber residual air can be present inside [22].

At a very low helium flow rate the percentage of air
diffusing in the plasma through the hole of the quartz plate is
relatively high and the plasma appears like a candle flame. The
volume is very small and the plasma power is very low. The
increase in the flow rate from 0.2 to 0.4 l min−1 is accompanied
by a sudden increase in the plasma volume and plasma power.
The plasma appears almost as a sphere having a diameter
slightly less than the diameter of the quartz tube. Successive
increases in the helium flow rate are followed by increases in
the plasma volume and plasma power. The increase in plasma
volume is achieved by axial expansion, the radial expansion
being limited by the quartz tube wall. If the diameter of the
quartz tube were higher, the appearance of the plasma would
probably be spherical or ellipsoidal. With the increase in the
helium flow rate, the back-diffusion of air decreases and the
plasma can develop by ionization of a higher number of helium
atoms. At helium flow rates exceeding 1.7 l min−1 the plasma
length remains almost constant and its volume expansion stops.
The limitation of the axial expansion of the plasma can be
explained by the exponential decrease in the electric field
strength along the axis of the plasma. The plasma can extend
itself along the axis of the quartz tube only to the distance at
which the intensity of the electric field is sufficiently high to
maintain the discharge.

The dependence of the plasma power on the helium
flow rate is shown in figure 5. It has a maximum at
helium flow rates of around of 1.7–2 l min−1. For flow rates
lower than 1.7 l min−1, the increase in the helium flow rate
determines the increase in the number of electrons generated by
helium ionization and, consequently, the increase in the power
transmitted to the plasma by acceleration of electrons in the
electric field. At helium flow rates higher than 2 l min−1 and
larger plasma volumes, the convection and conduction cooling
of the gas determine a slow decrease in the gas temperature (as
we will see below and in [29]) and, implicitly, a decrease in
the plasma power.

From a visual examination of the plasma appearance
and considering the intensity and the colour of the plasma
emitted light as a classification criterion, a minimum of three

Figure 5. Dependence of the plasma power on the He flow rate for a
fixed value of dc anodic voltage (600 V).

Figure 6. Emission spectrum of the plasma. He flow rate, 2 l min−1;
observation height, h = 0 mm in the normal viewing direction.

plasma characteristic zones can be delimited: the superficial
luminescence (like the cathode light in the dc silent discharges),
the core and the mantle (figure 3). An optical investigation will
show that they are characterized by a different composition of
the emitted radiation and by different relative intensities of the
atomic and molecular emission lines.

3.2. Plasma emission

The plasma optical emission was collected in two ways
(figure 1): the normal viewing direction, in which the emission
was analysed as a function of the distance h from the plasma
sustaining electrode and the axial viewing mode, in which
the emission was analysed as a function of the distance r

from the longitudinal axis of the plasma. A typical emission
spectrum of the helium plasma in the range 200–900 nm is
shown in figure 6. Its composition presents the same atomic
and molecular emission lines and bands to those previously
reported [12, 17, 22], but their relative intensities differ. The
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differences arise from the different experimental conditions:
plasma power, gas flow rate and plasma chamber construction
(the volume of the back-diffused air is different).

Beside the above-mentioned helium emission lines,
atomic emission lines of oxygen (777.41 and 844.67 nm) and
hydrogen (656.27 nm) and molecular bands of NO, OH, N2

and N+
2 are presented in the radiation spectrum. With the

exception of helium, the presence in the plasma of the other
atomic and molecular species is inevitable because of the back-
diffusion of the ambient air and possibly because of small
leaks in the plasma torch. Recently it was demonstrated that
a small level of impurity (particularly nitrogen from ambient
air) could have an important influence on the radiation of noble
gas plasmas [40].

The wavelength range 200–300 nm is dominated by the
NO molecular γ -bands (226.28, 236.33, 247.11, 258.75 and
271.32 nm). The presence of NO is due to the chemical
conversion of N2 and O2 [30]. It follows the emission band
of the OH radical at 308.9 nm. The OH radicals represent
the result of the dissociation of H2O molecules from the
humid back-diffused air caused by collisions with accelerated
electrons or with long-lived species present in the plasma,
especially helium metastables, He∗

m [12, 17]. Beginning with
the wavelength of 315 nm, the UV spectrum is dominated by
the emission of nitrogen molecules, the most representative
being the emissions of the second positive system of N2

(315.93, 337.13, 357.69 and 380.49 nm) and of the first
negative system of N+

2 (391.44 nm). It must be mentioned
here that the N+

2 emission is attributed to Penning ionization
of N2 with helium metastables [18, 22]. Otherwise it is well
known that nitrogen molecules are very effective at quenching
the helium metastables [17]. The presence of the basic atomic
line of hydrogen, Hα , is due to the excitation of hydrogen atoms
generated by dissociation of H2O molecules under the action
of the energetic electrons in the plasma [17, 30]. As we will
see below, the relative intensities of the atomic and molecular
emissions are a function of the helium flow rate, of the plasma
power and of the position in the plasma of the investigated
zone.

For qualitative observations regarding the behaviour of
the plasma species we selected five representative lines: He—
667.81 nm as plasma gas, N2—337.13 nm as the dominant
component of the diffusing air, O—777.41 nm and H—
656.27 nm as resultants of H2O dissociation and N+

2 —
391.44 nm as an indicator of helium metastable presence.

Figure 7 portrays the dependence of the peak intensity of
selected emission lines on the He flow rate in normal viewing
mode and h = 0. When the helium flow was increased,
the intensity of all the selected lines increased because of
the increase in the plasma power (see figure 5). At this
helium flow rate the back-diffusion of air is important. Owing
to their lower excitation energy (11 eV), the emission of N2

molecules is dominant. With the increase in the He flow rate,
the plasma power increases again and the back-diffusion of
air decreases. These complementary behaviours determine
the presence of maxima in the emission of the air originating
species, excepting the N+

2 ionic molecule for which emission
increases monotonically. Having higher excitation energy

Figure 7. Dependence of the peak intensity of selected emission
lines on the He flow rate. Observation height, h = 0 mm in the
normal viewing direction.

Figure 8. Axial profile of the peak intensity of selected emission
lines in normal viewing direction for 2 l min−1 He flow rate and
34.4 W plasma power.

(18.8 eV), the N+
2 ionic molecules are generated and excited by

Penning interaction with the He metastables of which density
increases when the plasma power increases. The evolution
of helium emission as a function of the helium flow rate has
the same tendency as that of plasma power because helium
represents the dominant component of the plasma gas.

The axial evolution of the peak intensity of selected
emission lines is shown in figure 8. The emissions of the
air originating species with lower excitation energy (N2, O
and H) present peaks at the same distance from the plasma
sustaining electrode (h = 2 mm). This is the place which
corresponds to the most favourable combination between the
electric field strength and the back-diffusion of air into the
plasma column to excite these species. At distances shorter
than 2 mm, although the electric field is very intense, the
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Figure 9. Radial profile of the peak intensity of selected emission
lines in the axial viewing direction for 2 l min−1 He flow rate and
34.4 W plasma power.

back-diffusion of air is low, and at distances higher than 2 mm
the back-diffusion of air is high while the electric field strength
decreases exponentially with distance h. As in the previous
case (intensity against flow rate), the evolution of the He and N+

2
emission intensities has the same behaviour due to their high
excitation energy (23.07 eV and 18.8 eV, respectively). They
decrease exponentially and at distances greater than 6 mm the
emission lines become very low. At these distances the density
of the electrons capable of exciting helium atoms on normal
and metastable states is very low because of the weak electric
field. Results like ours regarding the axial evolution of the
emission intensity were reported by Léveillé in a RF low power
atmospheric pressure glow discharge [17].

The radial distribution of the emission profiles for the
selected elements is shown in figure 9. It can be seen that
for all elements the emission reflects the spatial structure
of the plasma. This structure is drawn in figure 3 and is
clearly visible from figure 4. All graphs seem to respect the
Gauss function relative to the distance from the longitudinal
axis of the plasma. Maxima correspond to the superficial
luminescence and plasma core, where the electric field is very
intense and the plasma power density is highest. The lower
emission is associated with the plasma coat.

3.3. Plasma temperatures

The dependence of plasma temperatures on the He flow rate
in the immediate proximity of the plasma sustaining electrode
(h = 0 mm) is presented in figure 10. It can be seen that
while TexcHe decreases exponentially with the increase in the
helium flow rate (especially up to 1 l min−1), the rotational and
vibrational temperatures present very slow variations. First,
the drastic decrease in the He excitation temperature can be
correlated with the decrease in the voltage (and implicitly in
the electric field strength) on the plasma sustaining electrode
with the increase in helium flow rates and plasma volume
expansion. Second, although the plasma power increases with
the increase in the plasma volume, the mean power density
in the plasma decreases from 76 to 8 W cm−3 as the helium

Figure 10. Dependence of plasma temperatures on the He flow rate.
Observation height, h = 0 mm in the normal viewing direction.

Figure 11. Axial profile of plasma temperatures in the normal
viewing direction for 2 l min−1 He flow rate and 34.4 W plasma
power.

flow rate increases from 0.2 to 1.2 l min−1. The mean power
density was calculated based on the estimation of the plasma
powers and plasma volumes (figure 4). Third, the plasma
expansion allows for more collisions within the plasma volume
and thus more efficient energy transfer from electrons to heavy
particles [11].

The axial and radial distribution of the plasma
temperatures at a power of 34.4 W and a helium flow rate
of 2 l min−1 are shown in figures 11 and 12. At axial and
radial distances longer than 2 mm from the plasma sustaining
electrode, the emission of nitrogen ionic molecules was very
weak and the fitting with the synthetic spectrum in order
to estimate its rotational temperature, TrotN+

2
was practically

impossible. For the same reason, the TexcHe plot has its
end at h = 5 mm. This observation, correlated with the
exponential decrease in He emission (figure 8) and in TexcHe
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Figure 12. Radial profile of plasma temperatures in the axial
viewing direction for 2 l min−1 He flow rate and 34.4 W plasma
power.

(figure 11), allow us to estimate that the higher density of
energetic electrons, capable of exciting the He atoms on normal
and metastable excited states, is located in an approximate
spherical volume having a radius of 2.5–3 mm close to the tip
of the plasma sustaining electrode. Actually, this is the region
with the most intense electric field.

At helium flow rates lower than 4 l min−1 figure 11 shows
visible differences between rotational temperatures calculated
based on the emissions of OH radical and ionic nitrogen
molecule, respectively. The difference decreases from 450 to
0 K with the increase in the He flow rate from 0.35 l min−1 to
4 l min−1. Similar discrepancies have been reported by earlier
investigators. Workman reported that in a 75 W microwave
induced plasma (MIP) and 0.05–0.5 l min−1 helium flow rates,
the ionic nitrogen rotational temperatures were lower by 260–
360 K than OH rotational temperatures [41]. On the other
hand, Moon found very good agreement between the two
rotational temperatures for a 6 l min−1 atmospheric pressure
helium plasma [24], which is in accordance with our results.

The graphs shown in figures 11 and 12 indicate that all the
estimated temperatures decrease monotonically towards the
plasma extremities (to the wall and the exit of the quartz tube).
The decrease in the excitation and vibrational temperatures are
mainly due to the decrease in the electric field strength, while
the decrease in the rotational temperature is due to both the
convection by the gas flow and the conduction to the quartz
tube wall.

From figures 10–12 it can be concluded that the ratio
TexcHe/TvibrN2 has an abnormal behaviour. In low power
APPs the vibrational temperature generally lies between the
rotational temperature and the excitation temperature [11].
In our plasma, at helium flow rates higher than 1.3 l min−1

(which means larger plasma volumes) and towards the plasma
margins, the vibrational temperature is higher than the electron
excitation temperature. Accepting that the neutral He atomic
excited states and molecular N2 vibrational states are populated
by collisions with energetic electrons [18], we can suppose

Figure 13. Emission spectrum of He plasma in which Zn in
concentration of 10 µg ml−1 was introduced by pneumatic
nebulization from the liquid sample. He flow rate—1.8 l min−1 and
h = 9 mm in the normal viewing direction.

that in very intense electric fields and smaller plasma volumes,
the excitation of atomic states is favoured over the excitation
of vibrational states (TexcHe > TvibrN2 ). In contrast, in less
intense electric fields and larger plasma volumes the excitation
of vibrational states is favoured (TexcHe < TvibrN2).

3.4. Atomization and excitation capability

A possible application of our plasma could be its use as
an atomization and excitation source for atomic emission
spectroscopy (AES) or as an atomization source for atomic
fluorescence spectroscopy (AFS). During this first stage of our
research, the atomization and excitation capability for three
easily excitable elements (Zn, Na and Li) was tested. A
systematic study of more elements will be done in the near
future. The emission spectra of plasmas in which wet aerosol
containing Zn, Na and Li in concentration of 10 µg ml−1 were
introduced by pneumatic nebulization from the liquid phase,
are presented in figures 13 and 14. The spectra were registered
after the extraction of the background spectrum of the plasma
in which a blank solution (distilled water) was introduced by
pneumatic nebulization. The integration time was 30 s. It
must be mentioned that except for the most intense lines of Zn
(213.85 nm) and Li (670.79 nm), less intense lines of the two
elements (210.44 nm—Zn and 610.36 nm—Li) are visible. As
a result of water dissociation followed by hydrogen excitation,
the neutral hydrogen atomic emission line (656.27 nm) is also
clearly visible in the emission spectrum shown in figure 14.
The visual appearance of plasma containing Na and Li is shown
in the photograph from figure 15(a). Figure 15(b) shows
the same image after its processing using the ‘posterize’ tool
from Microsoft Photo Editor. As can be seen, the plasma
zones in which the two elements are well excited are different.
This is important in finding the appropriate viewing point for
examination by the AES method.
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Figure 14. Emission spectrum of He plasma in which Na and Li in
concentration of 10 µg ml−1 were introduced by pneumatic
nebulization from the liquid sample. He flow rate—1.8 l min−1 and
h = 9 mm in the normal viewing direction.

Figure 15. (a) Photograph of He plasma in which Na and Li in
concentration of 200 µg ml−1 were introduced by pneumatic
nebulization from liquid sample; (b) the same image after its
processing using the ‘posterize’ tool from Microsoft Photo Editor.

4. Conclusion

Optical emission was used to characterize the RF low power
atmospheric pressure helium plasma generated on a single
electrode. The plasma has an inhomogeneous structure and is a
strongly non-equilibrium system. The plasma emission and the
plasma temperatures were associated with the plasma internal
structure: superficial luminescence, core and mantle. The most
important processes responsible for generation and sustaining
of the plasma take place in the immediate proximity of the tip
of the plasma sustaining electrode. It represents the place with
the most intense electric field. For a fixed value of the dc anodic
voltage, all plasma characteristics: plasma power, plasma
volume and characteristic temperatures, depend on the helium
flow rate. From the point of view of its use as an atomization
and excitation source for spectral analysis, a flow rate in the
range 1.5–2 l min−1 seems to be optimum. At this flow rate

the plasma is fully spatially developed and the absorbed power
presents a maximum. Summarizing, we can appreciate that
our plasma represents a source of atomization and excitation
of the species inside it and is a promising spectral source for
qualitative and quantitative analysis. Further investigations are
in progress in our laboratory in order to clarify the analytical
capabilities for more elements.
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